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NEW ISSUE | FORET ENTREPRISE 222
• Main folder: the multiple faces of forests ... and forest owners;
a comprehensive analysis of the forest owners’behaviours and
practices through a few surveys and programmes;
• What type of works for saving money and producing wood of
quality in the young deciduous forest stands?
• State of health in forests in 2014;
• Forest roads: how to avoid conflicts of use?
• From our woods to a somptuous ship of the XVIIIè century:
the re construction of Hermione
Foret Entreprise 222 summary >>

NEW ISSUE | SHERWOOD 210
• Forest management: estimate of the wood volume with LiDAR technology in Sardinia region;
• Innovation: monophotogrammetry applied to the forestry
sector;
• European funding: CEI - Central European Initiative;
• Across the border - Switzerland: forest statistics in pocket;
• Best practice: forestry cooperation and multifunctionality in
Puglia region;
• Forest carbon market in Italy: 2014 and trend of the last
three years.
Sherwood 210 summary >>

NEW ISSUE | SILVICULTURA 71
• Results of the EU SUDOE project “WOODTECH”, for the improvement of SMEs working on first and second timber transformation;
• Low resolution LIDAR and NDVI used in continuum for evaluating
and mapping the regeneration typologies in an area affected by a
megafire;
• Treed pasture typologies in Catalonia. Description of the methodolgy for the identification of 24 tree pasture typologies;
• Catforest, a quality label for the forest products of Catalonia, which
belongs to PEFC Catalonia;
• Fitxa practica: reduction of vulnerability to fire in adult stands of
Pinus halepensis;
• Startree project on the importance of non wood forest products in
the Mediterranean 2012-2016.
Silvicultura 71 download >>

NEWS FROM EUFORMAG NETWORK
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SHERWOOD!
Twenty years for forestry culture in Italy
On 9 May 2015, the Italian forestry magazine Sherwood has celebrated an important milestone:
20 years of activity!
The festivities were held in collaboration with the Model Forest of Florentine Mountains and the
Union of Municipalities Valdarno and Valdisieve in the Tuscany regional forest of Rincine (Londa, FI).
The day of celebration was called “Sherwoodstock”: a real big gathering for forestry people!

